
Fly of the Month                                    The Shrek  
 

Hook   :-  Long shank 8 or 10 with 3 mm gold tungsten bead 
 

Tail      :-  Olive marabou with 2 or 3 strands of Flashabou or  

                similar each side 

 

Body    :-  Green tinsel, preferably holographic variety 

 

Rib       :-  Red or copper wire 

 

Hackle :-  Black hen, one side stripped 

 

The Shrek is fairly obviously a jazzed up version of the Woolly Bugger and was devised by well 

known Tasmanian fly fisher, Joe Riley.  Joe has been Tasmanian fly fishing champion six times, 

Australian champion twice and has been a member of the Australian fly fishing team in many 

international events, so it is probably safe to say that he knows what a fish catching fly should look 

like. The Shrek has proved to be a highly successful fly on Tasmanian lakes and is widely used by 

competition fly fishers all over Australia, many of them with their own slight variations. 
 

Tying the Shrek is pretty much the same as tying the Woolly Bugger. Start by placing the bead on 

the hook and attaching the tying thread behind it. Take thread to rear of hook and tie in a generous 

bunch of marabou fibres of 1½  to 2 times hook length. Then tie a couple of strands of Flashabou, 

Krystalflash or similar each side of the tail. Next attach the ribbing wire and green tinsel and take 

the tying thread forward to just behind the bead. Now attach the black hen hackle, which should 

have fibres a bit longer than the hook gape, and bind the stem along the shank. Leave thread 

hanging just behind the bead, wind the body tinsel forward covering the feather stem as you go and 

tie it in with the thread you left hanging. Now wind the black hackle Palmer fashion to the rear of 

the hook and secure it with the  ribbing wire.The ribbing wire is then carefully wound forward 

through the hackle and tied in behind the bead. A couple of turns, a wrap knot, a touch of head 

cement and the fly is finished.  
 

Variations are mainly in the colour of the tinsel and ribbing although there are some ‘Shreks’ out 

there with brown, black or even pink marabou. One variant is tied with bright red thread which is is 

given a few extra turns after tying off the ribbing to make a bit of a bright collar. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                A.T. 

 
Last month’s fishing report on the monthly outing to Penstock Lagoon made mention of some of us 

being crowded out of our fishing spots on the dam wall . Below is an extract from a recent re-run of 

an article on fly fishing etiquette on the FAOL website.  The whole article is worth reading      
 

Just in case you end up in a situation where some ignorant clod violates any of the "rules" above, 
explain as politely as possible their error. It sometimes works. Maybe no one ever told them about 



angling manners. If the clod decides his or her fishing is more important than yours, do not stoop 
to their level of clodsmanship. Move on. You probably won't catch anything with the clod (or 
clodette) there, and the stress of having to be around such people isn't worth it. 
 

http://www.flyanglersonline.com/articles/ldy/2017/ldy20170403.php  

 

 Facebook picture of the Month  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Out of the many pictures posted on the Facebook page in March Alec selected the one above to be 

the banner picture for April. It was posted by Stephen Hill on the 14
th

 March and shows one of the 

interstate attendees here in Tasmania for the FlyLife magazine’s annual ‘gathering’, which was 

organised this year by Stephen. The angler in the picture is ‘Tocs’ who travelled down from Darwin 

and is seen waiting for some action at Double Lagoon.  
 

Most Facebook users know that if you click on a posted picture that it will increase to about half 

screen size, but what a lot of users don’t realise that you can then make that picture full screen. At 

the bottom right of the half screen pic there is an options tab and in the options you can choose full 

screen. You can then obviously see a lot more detail. For example, on April 5
th

 there was a picture 

posted of Alec holding a brown trout taken from the South Esk. In full screen mode you can see the 

fly in the fish’s mouth and even make out the tippet. 
 

You exit full screen either by hitting Esc. on your keyboard or the option at the bottom right of the 

full screen image. On some versions of Explorer you may then find that you have lost your 

Favourites list. If so, click on View, then Explorer bars and then Favourites. 
 

Here endeth the lesson.                     

                                                                                                                                               A.T.  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

http://www.flyanglersonline.com/articles/ldy/2017/ldy20170403.php

